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PREFACE TO VOLUME V

These indices are the work of my friend and former pupil, Dr. O. A. Toffteen. I would take occasion to express to him here my thanks and appreciation for the labor and care which he has expended upon them. While the author has constantly supervised the compilation, yet the work has been that of Dr. Toffteen, and he is fully responsible for it. It should be said in justice to him, as well as perhaps to the author also, that the latter’s return to the Orient for another season left the compiler only a little over two months in which to complete his heavy task. He was obliged to work more hours a day and with more speed than was his desire, but I am sure that the usefulness of his work, and the persistent industry with which he has compiled his lists, will deserve lenient judgment, should any occasional errors in numbers be found. I hope also that the necessity for the separate publication of such exhaustive indices in a volume by themselves will be evident to any who may have expected to find them included in Volume IV. Aside from the fact that it would have rendered that volume (already far the largest of the set) much too bulky, it was thought highly desirable to give such a cyclopædia of the subject separate existence as a volume, rather than to absorb it in Volume IV, where it would be constantly lost to use, whenever anyone might be using Volume IV for some other purpose. Likewise if bound up with Volume IV, the employment of the indices by a reader would also have involved the needless use of Volume IV with them. The compilation of the index has disclosed an occasional inconsistency in rendering, and in a few cases also in the orthography of proper names, in view of which the author would only recall the long period of
time and the numerous modifications involved in the slow progress of such a work as this.

In view of some remarks in one of the first reviews which have appeared, it should be stated that it was necessary to close the manuscript of these Records to any additions on October 1, 1904. Any works or texts which appeared after that date could not be included. An advance proof kindly sent me by Eduard Meyer enabled me to employ his invaluable Chronologie in revising the chronology in Volume I; and wherever possible I endeavored to insert in the proof important facts appearing in new books and current journals. But I could take up no new texts. The omission of Abydos texts, mentioned by Foucart (Journal des Savants, June, 1906, p. 336), was intentional, as no translatable document of importance is in Abydos, Volume I, the only volume out when my manuscript was handed in. Among these the inscription of "Nakhiti," which Foucart says I have overlooked, is in our own Haskell Museum, where it was received not long after its discovery. I was therefore not very likely to overlook it.

As I have stated in the general preface, circumstances beyond my control obliged me to read the proofs of these volumes, as well as those of my History of Egypt, between April and September, 1905, a period in which fell also the preparations for the expedition to Egypt under the auspices of the Oriental Exploration Fund, University of Chicago. There are therefore doubtless more typographical errors and corrigenda than I could wish. I have already noticed the following:

Vol. I, §§ 178–80. Please read in the following order: 180, 178, 179. The unpublished and also almost unreadable base-inscription should be mentioned here (see Maspero, Les Origines, p. 364, note 8).
Vol. I, §182. The verb after "Ptah" is doubtless part of the name, so that the ny is dative and not the n-form. We should then render, "Ptahyoutai (Pth-ywyl-ny), who made this for him, etc."

Vol. I, §185. For "field judge who," read "field judge, Kemethnet (Kmtnt), who."


Vol. I, §538. For "count of Siut," read "official of Siut."


Vol. I, before §707, at top of p. 313. Insert as a title, "REIGN OF AMENEMHET III."

Vol. I, pp. 314, 316, 318, 320, 322, 324, 326, in running-title at the top of the page for "SESOSTRIS III," read "AMENEMHET III."


Vol. II, p. 305, note a. For "has," read "have."

Vol. II, §854. For "Ibhet," read "Ibhet."

Vol. III, §309. For "K ør økty-kty" read "K ør økty-kty."

Vol. III, §498. For "H³," read "H³." This change is due to a collation of the original at Abu Simbel.

Vol. IV, §240. For "s³mwy," read "s³mwy."

Vol. IV, §455. For "r³ry-m," read "r³ry-m."


Vol. IV, §815. For "Zeamamefonekh," read "Zeamonekh."

Vol. IV, §853. For "hlm," read "hlm."

Vol. IV, §874. For "Hnt-Hty," read "Hnt-Hty."

Vol. IV, §918. For "N³s²-Fys-hkt.t," read "N³s²-Fys-hkt.t."

Vol. IV, §921. For "B³-kš-Rš," read "B³-kš-Rš."

Vol. IV, §1028. For "whm," read "whm."

I would also note that the inscription recording a campaign in Syria, supposed to belong to Thutmose II (Vol. II, §125), has been shown by Sethe’s examination of the original probably to belong to Thutmose I. Hence Naville was right
in attributing the monument to the last-mentioned king (Deir-el-Bahari, Vol. III, p. 17). This makes the reign of Thutmose II still more ephemeral and unimportant.

James Henry Breasted.

Haskell Oriental Museum,
University of Chicago,
September 1, 1906.
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The temples (Index II) will be found supplementary to the geography in Index VI. Inscriptions, however, are not placed under temples. The inscriptions of all sites will be found in the geographical index (VI). In compiling the list of temples it was found difficult to distinguish between the different temples in a given city, when such temples have perished, as, for example, at Memphis and Heliopolis. The differentiations made are probably not always correct. The index of Pharaohs includes also such queens as actually ruled; otherwise the queens will be found in Index IV. The documents, monuments, wars, etc., of the Pharaohs will be found under the numbered name, not under the throne-name. Thus, look for Thutmose III under Thutmose III, not under Menkheperre; the references to the latter name will be found appended to those of the former.

The historical development of terms should not be forgotten in using these lists. “Count,” “mayor,” and “prince” are all renderings of the same Egyptian term at different periods. In the same way, different connection often demands a different rendering of the same title; thus, “chief,” “overseer,” “master,” and “governor” may be rendered from the same Egyptian title. Such a series is also “lord,” “nomarch,” and “ruler.”
INDICES
INDEX I

DIVINE NAMES

A

ALL-LORD, I 478; II 53, 314, 343, 812, 815; III 285, 281, 613; IV 47, 66, 326, 382; great house of, IV 8; city of, II 316; throne of, see Index VII; eye of, II 316, 815; applied to Re-Atum, IV 240.

AMON, II 98, 101, 120, 149, 153, 154 ter, 157, 163, 165, 192, 193, 194, 195, 199, 205, 208, 209, 211, 216, 226, 244, 275, 283, 285, 294, 302, 310, 311, 314, 315, 328, 339, 339, 374, 377, 383, 389, 403, 431, 439, 451, 452, 455, 457, 540, 556, 557, 558, 559, 566, 617, 620, 627, 628, 646, 754, 790, 791, 805, 827, 835, 836, 838, 846; III 27, 28, 34, 43, 71, 72, 82, 111, 134, 158, 159, 164, 165, 172, 177, 179, 183, 186, 204, 210, 224, 237, 261, 371, 386, 458, 455, 471, 498, 535, 566 n. b, 566, 575, 580, 615, 622, 625, 626, 642, IV 7, 13, 17, 40, 47, 50, 57, 54, 55, 71, 72, 78, 80, 82, 88, 92, 96, 103, 110, 122, 123, 125, 126, 127, 411, 412, 468, 497, 586, 591, 634, 661, 663, 688, 700, 704, 705, 714, 743, 745, 821, 836, 851, 855, 866, 868, 887, 888, 893, 925, 926, 944, 958, 958D, J, 988H; lord of eternity, IV 124; lord of heaven, IV 943, 945; king of gods, II 415, 801; III 30, 72; IV 482, 498, 945; lord of gods, II 253, 257, 645, 881; III 215, 515, 625, 626; ruler of gods, IV 943; lord of Karnak, II 140, 150, 377, 378, 423; presider over Karnak, II 200, 203, 253, 271, 282, 315, 402, 568, 559; lord of Thebes, II 44, 45, 57, 120, 121, 158, 164, 166, 167, 224, 253, 268, 271, 272, 276, 278, 280, 289, 309, 313, 315, 319, 339, 427, 568, 624, 630, 790, 792, 797, 831, 881, 882, 883, 886, 925, 930; III 75, 159, 455, 481; IV 53, 126, 127; ruler of Thebes, IV 246; lord of the Two Lands, II 198; bull of his mother, IV 446; fashioner of all that exists, II 149; fashioner of kings and queens, II 199; thunders in heaven, IV 578; equips all lands, IV 579; owns all ships, IV 580; acting as judge, IV 650-658, 672-73, 676; successor of Re, II 180; physical father of king, II 183; crowning kings, II 228-29; shield of bowmen, III 583; in oaths, II 124, 318, 422, 452; IV 862; worshiped in Zahi, IV 219; in Nubia, IV 218; in Napata, IV 921, 924, 929, 932; in the city of Wa-, of Northern Syria, II 458; in Byblos, IV 580; Egypt, kingdom of, II 910; throne of, see Index VII; staff of, II 71; statues of, IV 190, 217, 219, 220, 245; Amon-of-the-Way, an image of Amon, IV 569, 586; erasure of name of, see Index VII: Erasure; extermination of cult of, II 366; Booty presented to, IV 126, 128; see also Index VII: Booty, Spoil, Plunder; prisoners presented to, I 13; see also Index VII: Captives, Prisoners, Slaves; associate gods of, III 82; see also Amon-Re, Amon-Re-Iny, Amon-raosather, Amon-Kamephis, Amon-Atum, El-Amon; western voyage of, II 885; 888; Feasts of, see Index VII: Feasts; Amenhotep, festival leader of, II 912; oasis of, II 180; Estate of, see Index II; Karnak, temple of Amon; Temples of, see Index II: Karnak, Luxor, Medinet Habu, Western Thebes, Mewshetkhen, Napata, Sebta, Kaneke, Tanis, Zahi. For other references to Amon, see Amon-Re and Index II: Temple of Amon at Karnak.

AMON-ATUM, II 853; III 263.

AMON-KAMEPHIS, II 255 n. b; IV 63.

AMON-RaOASONTHER, III 505 n. e.

AMON-RE, II 88, 172, 174, 177, 205, 328, 338, 365, 384, 402 n. c, 418, 450, 601, 606, 662, 791, 792, 834, 904; III 27, 77, 137, 195, 206, 504, 514, 515, 517, 520, 550 n. a, 583, 597, 600, 621, 648; IV 7, 10, 14, 33, 47, 44, 56, 71, 75, 77, 90, 93, 104, 108, 137, 411; IV 740, 751; king of gods, II 73, 310, 370, 380, 638, 844, 878, 885, 946; III 223, 470, 504, 517; IV 4, 10, 15, 16, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 49, 52, 57, 58, 80, 105, 110, 126, 143, 183, 184, 185, 216, 222, 225, 230, 239, 353, 384, 474,
GENERAL INDEX


AMON-RE-HAKHET, III 370.


AMON-RE-INVY: ruler of Thebes, IV 12.

AMON-RE-OUSRES, III 226.

ANATH, III 84, 467; IV 105.

ANTHERET: Hittite divinity, III 386.

ANUBIS, II 192 n. c. 512; lord of the (cave), I 394; lord of Risa, III 17; lord of designs in Nuru, IV 205; lord of Recheret, I 543; lord of Sep, IV 508; lord of Tasoer, IV 1929; souls of, I 403; feast of, see Index VII: Feasts, "birth of Anubis"; temples of, see Index II: Nuru, Recheret (in Siut), Sep, Rosta.

ANKUET: mistress of Elephantine, IV 991; gifts to, I 500; temple of Satef, Anuket, and Khnum, built by Sesostris I, I 502; giving symbol of life to Sesostris III, I 643; mistress of Nubia, I 934 n. 31; "feast of Nubia" of, II 798; voyage of, II 798.

APIS, IV 960; the Living Son, IV 1011; son of Ptah, IV 309, 781, 791; son of First of Westerners, IV 780; son of Osiris, IV 976, 986; sacred cattle of, IV 327; feast of, see Index VII: Feasts, "Running-of-the-Apis"; temple of, the Sarapeum in Memphis, see Index II; burial of, in the Sarapeum, I 22; IV 771, 778, 780, 786, 791, 847, 918, 961, 977, 986, 1010. See also Osiris-Apis.

ASYRITES, IV 105.

ATON, I 66 n. c.; II 946, 959, 960, 961, 972, 983, 984, 985, 987, 988, 990, 991, 992, 993, 994, 995, 996, 999, 1000, 1001, 1002, 1003, 1006, 1007, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1015, III 19, 72, 144, 740, 281; IV 62; lord of lords, II 1007; lord of radiance, II 1011; ruler of the Two Lands, II 1007; attributes of, II 901, 902, displacing the name of god, II 987; cult of, introduced by Ikhonaton, II 931; faith of, II 932, 943, 949, 975; hymns of, II 979, 984; II 991, 992, 990-1001, 1007, 1010-11; landmarks of, II 969; obligation to, II 952, 958; temples of, see Index II: Akhetaton, Heliopolis, Thebes.

ATUM (original sun-god of Heliopolis), I 625; II 91, 192 n. c. 228, 298, 300, 318, 412, 630, 897, III 246, 265, 270, 278, 281, 597; IV 31, 38, 42, 56, 57, 62, 64, 73, 182, 224, 254, 285, 401, 784, 817, 866, 872, 921; going down in the west, II 318; Heliopolis, city of, III 376; lord of the Two Lands of Heliopolis, I 500; II 221, 224, 635, 643, 866; III 159, 243, 288, 548, 660; IV 183, 247, 248, 249, 260, 284, 293, 383; of Kheneha, IV 866; great house of heaven of, IV 357; throne of, see Index VII; earthly reign of, II 91; begetter of Pharaoh, II 91; succeeded by Re, II 222; the old man, IV 972; kings crowned by, II 221, 222, 226, 227; gifts to, I 500; temple built to, in Heliopolis by Sesostris I, I 503; lord of the great house, I 504; bull of the gods, I 504; ancient writings of, I 756; mountain of, III 917.

ATUM-HARMACHIS: statue for (= the Sphinx), II 815.
DIVINE NAMES

ATUM-KHEPRI: lord of Heliopolis, IV 732, 872; chapel of, in the temple at Heliopolis, IV 732.


B

BAAL, III 86, 122, 144, 312, 326, 338, 453; IV 46, 49, 62, 72, 75, 77, 80, 96, 104, 106, 246; servant of, III 630.

BAST, IV 403; mistress of Bubastis, IV 734; mother of, I 485; mistress of Berset, IV 359; of the South, I 356; n. c: protecting the land, I 747; in Heracleopolis, IV 673; feast of, IV 973; residing in Thebes, IV 912; image of, IV 912; foes of, II 792.

BES, II 206.

BULL, THE WHITE: endowment of, I 139.

BUTO, II 223; III 28; IV 62; white crown beloved by, II 235; endowment of, I 156, 159; mistress of Dep, I 590; II 224; mistress of Perneker, I 140; of the South, I 167; mistress of Ps, I 590.

BUTO-UPET-TOWE: ritual priest of, III 547.

C

CITY-GOD: loves the ruler, I 403, 404; leads him, I 404.

D

DEBUN, II 173, 279, 646; temple at Semeh, dedicated to, II 167, 170, presider over Nubia, II 170, 171, 176.

E

EIGHT GODS, THE, II 302; IV 848; temple of, in Hermopolis, IV 848.

ENCELE, THE DIVINE, I 160; II 365; III 612; IV 382, 399; of Abydos, I 764; III 233, 486, 545; of Elephantine, IV 992; of Heliopolis, III 16, 545, 547; IV 250, 261, 262, 265, 304, 860; of Memphis, IV 309, 328; of temple at Redisiyeb, III 173, 190, 195; of Thebes, II 71, 308, 635, 812, 832, 907, 908; III 27, 29, 34, 306, 315, 243, 256, 281, 285, 510, 533; IV 9, 13, 128, 624, 768; of the Senut-house, I 165; the great, II 285; of Pakht, II 301.

ESWREE, IV 484.

ESYE (deity of wisdom), I 504, 747; II 316 n. a.

F

FIRST OF WESTERNERS: see Osiris.

G

GODDESS, IV 590; of South and North, IV 352, 363, 364, 383, 470, 731; acting as midwives, II 206.

GODS, II 116, 149; of Thebes, II 72, 224; of the South, II 828; of the South and North, II 217, 219, 324, 820, 812, IV 183, 335, 352, 353, 363, 384, 385, 470, 731; of the deeps, IV 330; oblations for, IV 310; fragrance of, II 150; odor of, II 156; council of, II 192; of birth, II 206 n. 1; city, II, 53; dancing dwarf of, I 351; sent to a foreign land, III 440-47; desecrated by the Syrian usurper, IV 398; magic powers of, IV 455; forbidding practice of magic by men, IV 455; of wax, for magical purposes, IV 454; "Amon-of-the-Way," an image of Amon, IV 590, 586; see also Index V: Beloved of god, Daughter of god, Mistress of god.

"GREAT-ONE-OF-THE-GARDEN," a goddess, IV 914; image of, IV 914; temples of, IV 914.

H

HAPI, I 500; III 286; great in Niles, IV 887; temple of, at Heliopolis, IV 273; see also Index VI: Per-Hapi, and the Nile-god.

HARAKHET, II 120, 425, 562, 613, 701, 792, 812, 915; III 150, 179, 237, 288, 370, 496, 499, 542, 546, 556 n. a, 560, n. a, 599, 600; IV 38, 403, 477, 510, 702, 703; lord of heaven, III 3; IV 247; great god, III 3; IV 247; lord of earth, III 3; sun of darkness, III 3; only god, III 18; king of the gods, III 18; king, the image of, III 36; lord of Nubia, III 490; worshiped in Amau, II 791; stela for, I 501; worshiped in the city of Wa—of Northern Syria, II 458; throne of, see Index VII; temple of, in Karnak, II 935; IV 706, 708.

HAPENOUTES (Horus, protector of his father, Horus-Atum), II 95; IV 484;
in the temple of Min at Panopolis, II 181.

Heket: prophet of, I 533.

Hekhenu: lord of Athisis, IV 376; lord of Heliopolis, IV 875.

Hermok, II 101, 814.

Harmakhes, II 811, 814.

Harmakhes-Khepet-Re-Atem, II 815.

Harsaphes: lord of Heracleopolis, I 675; divine fathers of, IV 787, 792; lord of Heliopolis, IV 733; chapel of, IV 733.

Harsheka, III 404.

Harsiese, II 109 n. c; III 24, 32; IV 458, 463, 464; "house of Osiris and Harsiese" (=the temple of Osiris at Abydos), IV 377.

Harvest-God, I 483.

Harvest-Goddess, III 265.

Hathor, II 192 n. c, 208, 209, 226, 337; III 19, 210; blade of, IV 784; cow-headed, II 210; cows of, II 210; daughter of Pah, IV 331; residing in the South of Memphis, IV 331; mistress of Cesme, I 500; temple of, II 300; of Diospolis Parva, prophet of, IV 726; (of Heliopolis), mistress of Hotep, II 1042; IV 427; mistress of Hotep-em-Hotep, IV 733; chapel of, IV 733; of the house of Atum, III 400; mistress of the Malachite country, I 715, 720, 722, 725, 728, 730; II 450 n. a; IV 409, 784; temple of (in Buto), IV 784, 955; endowment of, IV 784; mistress of Nun, I 178; mistress of Dendera, I 427H, 500; mistress of heaven, I 783; mistress of Punt, II 252, 255, 288; mistress of Myrrha, II 205; mistress of Royentet, I 210 bis; mistress of the Sycamore; I 165; mistress of Imu, I 351; sovereign of Thebes, II 357; patroness of Thebes, II 224; procession of, II 357; mistress of the valley, IV 913; image of, IV 913; temple of (in Tanis?), IV 956; residing in Zeme, IV 1002; shrines of, in the sun-temple, Sekhet-Re, I 150; in Ko she, I 150; shrines of, in the pyramid temple: "The Soul-of-Sahure-Shrines," I 150; endowment of, I 156, 159, 165; IV 784; mine-chambers at Sinai made for, I 724; priests of, I 216, 217; prophetess of, IV 792; temple of, at Aphroditepolis, IV 366.

Hawk, II 115.

Heket, II 205, 302; goddess of birth, II 205 n. 1; frog-headed, II 202; mistress of Hor, II 205 n. 3; white one of Nekhen, II 205 n. a; the deliverer, II 205 n. a.


Herakhte, I 356 n. c.


Horus-Godd (W dbtw), II 141, 325; III 144, 315; IV 331.

Horus, I 605; II 70 bis, 71 bis, 120, 138, 143, 220, 279, 318, 430; III 28, 173, 194, 220, 259, 266, 270, 497, 590; IV 17, 47, 204, 720, 721; son of Isis, II 808; III 239, 272; IV 351; the Mighty Bull, IV 351; who has numbered his limbs, I 502; receiving life from Osiris, I 744; beloved of Mat, IV 351; lord of joy, III 136; on the royal standard, II 143; in the gold sign, II 145 bis; throne of, see Index VII; hawk, symbol of, III 285; lord of Alabastronopolis, III 24, 27; lord of Beh, III 284, 285; lord of Baken, III 413; of Edfu, I 111, 114; II 105, 285; of Heliopolis, II 284; house of, III 406, 408; lord of Letopolis, II 95; IV 878; of Nubia, temple built for, by Sevasiris I in Apollonopolis Magna, I 502; lord of Ptolemais, IV 1017; the South, lord of Perzoes, IV 726; prophet of, IV 726; lord of Sebi, II 201; image of, IV 915; followers of, II 73; III 16; the king, I 345, 346, 423C; et passim; terror of, I 356; worshipers of, I 78 n. a, II 73; Two Regions of, I 441, 448; Two Lands of, I 441; Feasts of, see Index VII; Feasts (worship of Horus, Rekh); Temples of, see Index II: Athisis, Heliopolis, Apollonopolis Magna, Perzoes, Heliopolis, Edfu, Letopolis.

Horus-soied, III 155.

Hor-wadjet, II 303.

Irhemp, king of the Two Lands, IV 368, temple of, IV 368.

Hu (deity of taste), I 504.

Ibis: footsteps of, III 25.

Imuthet, III 155.
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